Magnetic resonance imaging abnormalities in symptomatic and contralateral knees: prevalence and associations with traumatic history in general practice.
After trauma, internal knee lesions are found in approximately two thirds of patients. However, magnetic resonance imaging abnormalities have also been described in asymptomatic volunteers. Not all visualized lesions in symptomatic posttraumatic knees are the result of recent trauma; there are subgroups of lesions that may be preexistent. Cross-sectional study (prevalence); Level of evidence, 2. Patients visiting their general practitioners after knee trauma were invited for magnetic resonance imaging of both knees. Prevalence of knee abnormalities was compared between symptomatic and asymptomatic knees. Multivariable analysis was performed to investigate the association between lesions that were seen in symptomatic and asymptomatic knees (ie, effusion and meniscal tears) and recent trauma, history of old trauma, age, and osteoarthritis. In 134 participants, ligament lesions were found almost exclusively in symptomatic knees. Meniscal lesions and effusion were almost equally found in symptomatic and asymptomatic knees. Effusion was related to recent trauma (odds ratio, 14.0; 95% confidence interval, 5.0-39.6) and osteoarthritis (odds ratio, 4.7; 95% confidence interval, 1.4-15.5) but not to history of old trauma and age. Meniscal tears were more common in older patients (odds ratio, 1.09; 95% confidence interval, 1.05-1.12) but were not related to osteoarthritis. History of old trauma was more strongly related to the group of radial, longitudinal, and complex meniscal tears (odds ratio, 8.6; 95% confidence interval, 3.3-22.5) than to horizontal tears (odds ratio, 2.3; 95% confidence interval, 0.9-5.6). Recent trauma was not related to horizontal meniscal tears but was strongly related to other types of meniscal tears (odds ratio, 3.2; 95% confidence interval, 1.4-6.9). Ligament knee lesions are most probably the result of recent trauma. Radial, longitudinal, and complex meniscal tears are strongly related to trauma, whereas horizontal meniscal tears and effusion may be preexistent in many cases.